
 

 

   

1.Ifra   has her ballet practice every
starting with second day, what date will be her last day

(A) 28TH  (B) 29TH 

 

2. The rule for sorting is “has four
correctly? 

(A)  a square, a kite, a 100 rupee note

(C)  a large pizza, a doughnut , a cake   

3. On this Saturday we all are going for a KING KONG V/s GODZILLA movie. 
Primary students went to a theatre in 8 buses. Each bus took
many students went to the theatre?

 (A)  296  (B)  360 

4. How many sides and corners does a world’s biggest office in Washington DC  
has? 
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SAMPLE PAPER- 2 

1.Ifra   has her ballet practice every fifth day in the month of November,2020 
starting with second day, what date will be her last day of practice for

  (C)  27TH   (D)  31ST. 

 

sorting is “has four  corners.” Which group has been sorted 

a square, a kite, a 100 rupee note  (B) a ball, The earth   ,the moon

(C)  a large pizza, a doughnut , a cake    (D) an ice cream cone, a slice of pizza

3. On this Saturday we all are going for a KING KONG V/s GODZILLA movie. 
Primary students went to a theatre in 8 buses. Each bus took 37 students. How 

students went to the theatre? 

  (C)  340   (D)  306 

4. How many sides and corners does a world’s biggest office in Washington DC  
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in the month of November,2020 
of practice for the month?  

 

Which group has been sorted 

(B) a ball, The earth   ,the moon 

ice cream cone, a slice of pizza 

3. On this Saturday we all are going for a KING KONG V/s GODZILLA movie. -
37 students. How 

4. How many sides and corners does a world’s biggest office in Washington DC  



 

 

 

(A)5,5  (B)6,6 

 

 

5Find odd one out. 

 (A)                             (B)   

 

6. Safety gears are special uniforms or materials  
of injury. Who wears a life jacket ?

A) A Chef 
B) A Dentist 
C)  A Boater 
D)  A Construction worker

7 These are the common symptoms seen in a local people near industry

 Vomiting or diarrhoea
 Food poisoning 
 Skin rashes 
 Breathing difficulties 

These are due to  

A improper diet 

B ozone depletion 

C water impurities and air pollution

D-Excess use of refrigerator and AC use by local people

8 Kullu Manali are beautiful hill stations,The beauty is damaged by tourists when

A they throw flowers on the deity

B- they throw plastic bottles/disposable things at  tourist sites.
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   (C)6,4      (D)5,6

   (C)   (D) 

Safety gears are special uniforms or materials  that protect body from any kind 
of injury. Who wears a life jacket ? 

A Construction worker 

7 These are the common symptoms seen in a local people near industry

Vomiting or diarrhoea 

Breathing difficulties  

C water impurities and air pollution 

Excess use of refrigerator and AC use by local people 

8 Kullu Manali are beautiful hill stations,The beauty is damaged by tourists when

y throw flowers on the deity 

they throw plastic bottles/disposable things at  tourist sites. 
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(D)5,6 

 

that protect body from any kind 

7 These are the common symptoms seen in a local people near industry- 

8 Kullu Manali are beautiful hill stations,The beauty is damaged by tourists when 



 

 

 

C- They do not purchase things from local people.

D-They don’t give food to the native animals white sight seeing.

9  Name the hidden aquatic animals.  

A- Cock, crab 

B-rabbit,cock 

C-pig,bunny 

D- Seal,crab 

10 
fixed deflated balloon, ice cold water and hot water .Can you blow the balloon big 
without using your mouth or pump? How?

A-Place bottle in cold water then wait for some

B-Place the bottle in hot water.

C-First place bottle in cold water then hot water.

D-First place bottle in hot water and then in cold water  
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They do not purchase things from local people. 

They don’t give food to the native animals white sight seeing. 

Name the hidden aquatic animals.   

 Using the things shown here bottle with 
fixed deflated balloon, ice cold water and hot water .Can you blow the balloon big 
without using your mouth or pump? How? 

Place bottle in cold water then wait for some time. 

Place the bottle in hot water. 

First place bottle in cold water then hot water. 

First place bottle in hot water and then in cold water   
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Using the things shown here bottle with 
fixed deflated balloon, ice cold water and hot water .Can you blow the balloon big 



 

 

11Choose the correct breeze

(1)The coastal breeze blowing from the sea towards the land is called……..

(2)The coastal breeze blowing from the land towards the sea is called ………

A-land breeze, sea breeze 

B-sun breeze, moon breeze 

C-sea breeze, land breeze 

D-sun breeze, sea breeze 

12.On heating-the air………..and  it becomes…………

A-contracts, lighter  

B expand, lighter 

C-expands, denser 

D-expands,denser 

13- When we burn incense stick we can observe its smell in the entire room.Which 
property of state of matter is responsible for it?

A) Fixed shape 
B) Fixed volume 
C) Capacity to flow 
D) Capacity to be compressed
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11Choose the correct breeze

(1)The coastal breeze blowing from the sea towards the land is called……..

astal breeze blowing from the land towards the sea is called ………

 

the air………..and  it becomes………… 

When we burn incense stick we can observe its smell in the entire room.Which 
property of state of matter is responsible for it? 

Capacity to be compressed 
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(1)The coastal breeze blowing from the sea towards the land is called…….. 

astal breeze blowing from the land towards the sea is called ……… 

When we burn incense stick we can observe its smell in the entire room.Which 



 

 

 

14 Match the following correctly

Column-1 

(1)Gale 

(2)Filtration 

(3)Watervapour in air 

A (1)-c(2)-a(3)-b 

B (1)-b(2)-c(3)-a 

C (1)-(2)-b(3)-c 

D (1)-b(2)-a(3)-c 

15 The salt we eat is an important ingredient of our 
water by the process of ………….

A-winnowing 

B- distillation 

C-evaporation 

D-sedimentation& decantation

Achievers section 
16 Evaporation of water depends on many factors like surface area, humidity 
,temperature and wind speed.It 
factor do you think is responsible for this

A) High temperature 
B) High windspeed 
C) High humidity 
D) Larger surface area 
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following correctly 

Column-2 

a-Filter paper 

b-A strong wind 

c-humidity 

15 The salt we eat is an important ingredient of our food. It is obtained from sea 
water by the process of …………. 

sedimentation& decantation 

 
16 Evaporation of water depends on many factors like surface area, humidity 
,temperature and wind speed.It is difficult to dry clothes in rainy season. which 
factor do you think is responsible for this 
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food. It is obtained from sea 

16 Evaporation of water depends on many factors like surface area, humidity 
is difficult to dry clothes in rainy season. which 



 

 

 

17  Impurities of water can be removed by processes like filteration 
,chlorination,decantation, sedimentation and boiling. Select the processes for 
removing  soluble impurities

A) Filtration and boiling 
B) Sedimentation and decantation
C) Chlorination and boiling
D) Filtration and chlorination

 

18 What do these road sign show ?

A-School ahead,speed limit-
B- zebra crossing ,speed limit30
C-no turn ,speed limit30 
D-go straight,speedlimit30 
 
 
 

19   SELECT the slogan for the picture

A-Keep valuables in lock. 

B- Keep out of reach of children

C-reduce reuse recycle 

D-Each water drop counts 
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17  Impurities of water can be removed by processes like filteration 
ion, sedimentation and boiling. Select the processes for 

removing  soluble impurities 

 
Sedimentation and decantation 
Chlorination and boiling 
Filtration and chlorination 

What do these road sign show ?- 

 
-30 

zebra crossing ,speed limit30 

 

the slogan for the picture 

Keep out of reach of children 
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ion, sedimentation and boiling. Select the processes for 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20  The above is a common hazard symbol found usually on bottles of

A) Deodorant 
B) Rat poison 
C) Hair spray 
D) Cold drinks 
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20  The above is a common hazard symbol found usually on bottles of
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20  The above is a common hazard symbol found usually on bottles of 



 

 

 

 

 

 

ANSWER SCHEME 

1-C 2-A 3-A 
11-C 12-B 13-C 
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ANSWER SCHEME  mock test 2 class4 

4-A 5-D 6-C 7-C 8-B 
14-D 15-C 16-C 17-C 18-B 
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9-D 10-B 
 19-B 20-B 


